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What is so special about this vehicle? It was built by former Ballot mechanic, John Pellegrini, the brothers Peter and Tony May, and ex-Formula A driver Jack Brockhoff, and was, as far as I know the first of its kind for Australian motorsport. A final point with
this car is it was raced at a furious pace for it life. But J Fitch, the noted Australian motor sport journalist, who began his career with a series of racing feature articles in the Daily Mercury newspaper, one of which was the subject of this text, would keep it
until his death in 1989. He drove it regularly in the 1948 South-West Million Mile Race and other races throughout that decade and for most of 1950. J Fitch lived to the age of 92, giving a time capsule 20 years later at the time of his death. He was a great
bloke, but J Fitch happened to be one of the few who went on to be a great journalist. Dick Cooper, who had loaned his works-ride vettel to Bulte had been signed up for another race just over a month after White-O'Leary's; the 1,500 mile Goodwood Festival
of Speed. As a dealer for the Australian car marque and client of drivers such as J Goulstone and Arthur Du Toit, Bulte joined him for their run. Coopers'car had had a first-class Spring and Autumn of racing, not racing particularly well in 1946 or 1947, but
absolutely smashing in 1948. After three seasons of racing, his participation was reduced, but he would race in future events. The first of these was the 1950 Mille Miglia, where he scored a win, driving for Bill McKeever. The following year he raced in the
South-West Mile, winning it at an average speed of 134.3 mph as a works-ride for Percival. In 1952 he took part in the inaugural Australian Racing Drivers Club Challenge Match at Brooklands. This was in-fact the last car he raced for a long time; later he was
approached by the newly formed Australian Sports Car Club (ASCC) to run their inaugural event at Sandown in April 1953.
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“Par poche, ils m’ont coupé la moto!” As a result of the notorious Porz-Gentner accident, in 1932, Comte de Vogue- a veteran of dozens of races- went down at Seebach on the third lap of the German Grand Prix. The steam-powered car, the first car entered
by Julius Neubronner, had a slow engine. Before the race, the driver had collected the car on a test-bench. It is likely he was simply stepping into the machine when the accident took place. Two cars enter the top-hat races at Zandvoort, the Dutch Grand
Prix. Volant-entered Prong P No. 68, which competes against Australian-built cars in the Australian Grand Prix series, and a Van Diemen-entered car with Lotus 21 geometry. The Australian No. 4 was declared the winner by 1hr 48 minutes, at an average

speed of 56.1mph. In Germany I Sattler bought some French cars, and so will build new car no. 1-3. This car was awarded the Jack & Lucie trophy, an award for the German Grand Prix. After the race, Lucie Sattler immediately asked her brother to return the
trophy because she felt I Sattler did not deserve it. I Sattler felt very humiliated by the incident. Most of the press refer to this 3-litre as a Van Diemen as he took the car on several trips to meet and encourage the English manufacturer. After the race,

Ernesto Pace test-drove a Van Diemen S1 over 1,500km and found few faults, later it was raced by the Nizzardo brothers in Italy. Conte Nizzardo also entered a 2-litre Bugatti, and won the race in a time of 3hr 22mins. In the late-1930s the three Valiants
entered in this race, the two under flat-nosed bodywork and one with the concave shape. At times the latter looked very dog-like but its svelte aerodynamics, the bodywork did somewhat disguise it and the car has been termed a “masterpiece” by one
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